“Financial freedom is a Mental, Emotional and Educational Process” By: Robert Kiyosaki
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About Us
More than ten years of experience in Forex, Stocks and Cryptocurrency Markets.
We are a group of well-experienced programmers and investors dedicated to the development of computer
solutions and algorithms based on the automation and profitability of financial tools. Our services were born from
the absence of efficient and productive tools in today's global market. In view of this need, we have developed
software and indicators with the highest standards. They are capable of profiting and above all protecting our
investment and that of our future partners and clients.
Please view our site for additional information: https://stocksorforex.com

Mission
Focused efforts towards the development, maintenance, and optimization of an effective technological platform.
All this is to offer investment alternatives that are tailored to meet our clients’ needs and requirements, offering
permanent advice and professional monitoring, as well as security in our operations.

Vision
To be a leading international company in stocks, currencies, and cryptocurrency through the use of automated
analytical software, technological and professional innovation, and hands-on market experience to built customer
trust and provide great Return on Investment.

Goal
Offer a diverse investment portfolio opportunity to a wide range of investors through the use of our innovative
tools for the generation of continuous profitable returns and risk migtiation.
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Trading Methodology
“Never depend on a single Income. Make an investment to create a second source” By: Warren Buffett

We, at STKorFX, have two trading systems in place for your preference: Manual and Automated
 Manual Trading System: A trading process that involves human decision-making for entering and
exiting trades.
 Automated Trading System: Employs computer programs that originate trades based on algorithmic
or human-instructed criteria.
.

Manual Trading System
Our dedicated team will make the decision to buy or sell a particular asset after first careful study of
multiple markets, data collection and trends forming and only then look for the opportune time to seize
and execute the trade on your behalf.
Below represents a live statistical data of our manual trading history
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Automated Trading System
“To get Rich you have to be making money while you are asleep” By David Bailey

Introducing REMAS (Real-time Execution with Market Automated System).
The main principle driving this system is the inventive transformation of previous currency market data
into specific technical indicators, chart patterns, and other statistical features. This data is analyzed, by
our proprietary trading program, to generate specific trading orders.
Our team has put in years of analysis, development, optimization, to ensure the algorithm produces the
best possible trading order, within the currency pair of study, and executes command in real-time.
Not only is the best entry and exit price computed, but the system is also continuously gathering realtime data, so that order price, is dynamically updated to ensure profits are locked and risk is mitigated.
With the REMAS, let the system work for you.
Below illustrates this algorithm in action, showing potential profit/Loss and drawdown.

REMAS (Gold), system specific for gold, coming soon….
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Trading Style
Detailed market analysis, using a combination of technical and scrutinized market study.
Trades are taken based on market behavior, so in the event there is stagnation in the market, no trades will be
executed to ensure risk is minimized. With that being said, there will be periods when no trades are executed for
days/weeks so that when the market shifts to trending the potential for profit increases.
Based on the market study, trades are performed using a money management ratio of 2 to 1 (There are conditions
that unfold in which this ratio can go as high as 5 to 1).
Depending on the client’s risk appetite (i.e.: Percentage of the equity risked per trade executed) the profit potential
can be astonishing.
We have provided a potential reward vs. risk table based on an initial deposit of $100,000.
Risk Appetite
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%

Balance
Potential Profit
$100,000 $
73,340.00
$100,000 $
146,680.00
$100,000 $
220,020.00
$100,000 $
293,360.00
$100,000 $
366,700.00

Potential Loss
$ 13,655.00
$ 27,311.00
$ 40,966.00
$ 54,621.00
$ 68,277.00

Period
6-12 Months
6-12 Months
6-12 Months
6-12 Months
6-12 Months

Growth in Profits and Returns
We do not guarantee success, but we build the metrics that define it; and guarantee that we will use our range of
knowledge and experience to enhance our services so that it exceeds the expectations our clients and investors.
Yes!! we thrive and are disciplined to accomplish success, because your trust and financial growth is our goal!!
STKorFX aims for a minimum return on investment of 24% per year while highlighting that this return can be
generated with a minimum of 6 months and a maximum of one year.

Risk Management and Migration
"Every battle is won before it is fought.”. By: Sun Tzu

We at STKorFX use our years of experience in planning and strategizing to ensure we mitigate the risk to ensure
profits are kept in your pockets and the potential for loss is greatly minimized.
Plans are in place in which the client can choose his/her risk appetite.
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Our International Broker

With a proven track record of strong financial results and stable growth, Tickmill has put itself in an enviable
position as a trusted market leader and innovator.
Contact information:
 Site: https://www.tickmill.com/
 Email: support@tickmill.com - Get a response within 24 hours on business days
 Client Support: +6087-504 565
Authorized and Regulated Entities:
 Tickmill Ltd Seychelles
Seychelles Financial Services Authority (FSA)
Tickmill Ltd is regulated as a Securities Dealer by the Seychelles Financial Services Authority.
License number: SD008
 Tickmill UK
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
Tickmill UK Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
FCA Register Number: 717270
 Tickmill Europe
Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC)
Tickmill Europe Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange
Commission as a CIF limited company.
License number: 278/15
 Tickmill Asia
Labuan Financial Services Authority (Labuan FSA)
Tickmill Asia Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Labuan Financial Services Authority.
License number: MB/18/0028
 Tickmill South Africa
Tickmill South Africa (Pty) Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority (FSCA)
License number: FSP 49464
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Disclaimer (STOCKSorFOREX.com)
STKorFX is not a registered investment, legal, third-party, dealer, or broker.
All trades executed by our team are based on market studies, analysis, research and experience, and because past
performance is not a guarantee or indicative of future returns, your financial investment will and can fluctuate
accordingly.
For this reason, we ( STKorFX) use the following measurements to keep clients secure and provide transpancy.
1. The investor’s' account is registered under their own name and verified on the broker side (Tickmill)
which is regulated by general data protection regulation (GDPR), Anti Money Laundering (AML), and
Know Your Client (KYC).
2. All deposits and withdrawals are executed directly with the highly regulated broker's bank accounts; in
our case (Tickmill).
3. The investors’ capital and funds are always at the client's account under his/her legal name. (We(STKorFX)
will never ask to deposit any funds or payments on our accounts or third-party account).

4. All trades are copied from our real VIP (50K+) accounts to the broker(Tickmill). STKorFX is so confident
with our market assessment, that we risk our own capital, side to side with our clients so that when our
clients are profitable so are we.
5. For the privacy & security of our clients and team, identities of both sides are never revealed to one another
or third parties.

Disclaimer (Risks Associated with Trading)
Trading with financial instruments carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Before
deciding to trade with financial instruments you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of
experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss more than your initial investment.
There is considerable exposure to risk in any financial instrument transaction. Any transaction involving currencies
and financial instruments involves risks including, but not limited to, the potential for changing political and/or
economic conditions that may substantially affect the price or liquidity of such currency or financial instrument.
This means that any market movement will have a proportional effect on your deposited funds. This may work
against you as well as for you. Not only may investors get back less than they invested, but in the case of higherrisk strategies, investors may lose the entirety of their investment. It is for this reason that when speculating in such
markets, it is generally recommended to use only risk capital or, in other words, only use the money you can afford
to lose.
You should be aware of all the risks associated with financial instruments transactions before becoming our client
and seek investment, financial, tax, or other advice in advance if necessary.
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